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L’     that most of the writing we distrust is

narrative. It’s fine for writers to write narrative, but it’s our job to reveal
their tricks and turns as if narrative was always an act of writing in bad
faith, of trying to pull the wool over the reader’s eyes, of trying to make
us forget the frame, the metaphor, the trope, suspend our critical judgement for the pleasure of the text. Barthes taught us that pleasurable texts
are nothing short of masturbation, short and sweet and solo, without the
interlocution of a resistant text. Derrida taught us to distrust the word,
every word, and particularly those strung together with some self-evident
flow. Our continental masters and a few mistresses—narrative must always
come to climax, engorge, and disgorge once its prey has been caught—have
rapped their rulers across our knuckles for the desire to read easily, for plot,
for story, for character, for sentiment, for pleasure, and now we wonder,
why do I have to write like that? Because, I have to read like that.
We have backed ourselves into a critical corner, so suspicious of stories,
be they origin, easy, national, or otherwise (though apocalyptic we readily
believe) that we censure our narrative drive to the extent that those among
us who ply the arts of clear prose are bound to be acting in bad faith, using
the tools of the devilish logocentric to befuddle a reader here or there
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into actually believing or enjoying a well-wrought text. Opacity equals
profundity, we all believe, the denser the better, the more convoluted, jargonistic, clever, and conceited (only in the sense of arrogance, never itself
a conceit), the more we hail the work as endlessly quotable, to be elevated
to the stature of self-evident truth. Narrative, we know, lies; theory, never,
since its drive is always toward truth and goodness, its displeasures good
medicine for our privileged souls. (Although, Teresa de Lauretis has always
acknowledged that theory is itself a “passionate fiction.”) Yes, only the
downtrodden may write narratives. e rest of us flagellate ourselves with
words that would never deign to be found in Webster’s, words that gather
all meaning into themselves and reference nothing since referentiality
itself is nothing but smoke and mirrors.
Only people who cannot think in abstract language write narrative;
narcissistic, they cannot see beyond the self, assuming it exists at all, not
the same one bit as subjectivity which enters a text violently and must be
rent asunder at its entry points, dissolving under the weight of the law
carried in every word, in every incoherent tumescent perversion. Only
people with nothing better to think about write narrative: failed academics who produce few critical works and nothing of much value, marred
as it is by that voice, that voice that insists that it bears some relationship
to the hand that created it, that voice, grating in its simplicity, that voice,
that doesn’t know enough to sneer at itself. Only people who are afraid to
be judged by their peers, afraid to be marked, use narrative as a defence.
How can one evaluate a narrative? Without an apparatus, a scaffolding
of veracity and verification, narrative holds no value except as a primary
text to be dismantled or contextualized or read microscopically for its
unintended or nefarious purposes, but never for intention itself. We train
our students to be so suspicious of narrative that they approach it only as
a set of lies—no greater truths to be found there—to the extent that we
and now they no longer trust any form of language unless it is unreadable.
e more unreadable the better as we comprehend our reading practices
in the face of the impenetrable, the shard effects of shattered glass rather
than the smooth mirror qualities of texts that flatter us.
I too have loved these texts, these masterworks of difficult reading; I
too have knelt at their alter and tried my best to reproduce their uberprose,
littering my writing with slippery words that will never allow a reader
to pin me down with intention or meaning; I too have thought that the
greatest intellects were those who invented languages, a private adjectival
vocabulary only for the initiated, moving rhizomatically to undercut hegemonic governmentality. And what has turned me away? To what do I owe
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my conversion to narrative and my conversion narrative, as simplistic as
being reborn into a fundamentalist religion? I was forced to come to terms
with a profound need, one that it took years to acknowledge, one that I
had to learn again from scratch—the need for story, particularly origin
stories. We cannot live without narrative; try it, you’ll see. We lose track
of who we are, what matters, who we came from. e more profound our
need, the more we have shunned it, declaring ourselves above and beyond
it, equipping ourselves with the tools of convoluted reason to defend ourselves against it and its allure, refusing soothing bedtime stories that might
make us sleep well at night. Distress, distrust, and guilt are the only valid
emotions; in these narratives we trust.
I hadn’t realized how profoundly we had inculcated this in our students
(and in what a short time we manage to do it), until I asked a class to write
a paragraph of description, a small nonfiction narrative exercise, and they
replied—but it will be full of lies. ey had taken the language of rhetoric
and tropes, the effects of repetition and gaps, the power of parallelism
and structures and voice to heart and then declared themselves unable to
describe what they saw in front of them with any accuracy. I had taught
them that. Be suspicious of all writing, I had told them. Now write. Not
surprisingly, the more theoretically sophisticated among them found it
difficult to write a paragraph of clear, concise, meaningful, descriptive
prose—the foundation of all writing. For what is close reading if not an
ability to describe what you see in front of you and its effects? I promised
them that if they could write a prose paragraph of some convincing quality
that their academic writing would improve, but they seemed incredulous
at this claim since they were quite convinced that academic prose was
entirely unrelated to anything narrative or descriptive. ey wouldn’t take
me at my word—as I had taught them not to.
We have crippled a generation of writers (including ourselves) with our
insistence that critical prose and narrative prose have nothing in common,
that critical prose takes narrative as its object, but never to heart. We have
taught them to loath language instead of love it; we have discouraged them
from the pleasures of reading and writing and then wondered why they
write and read like that. We have made our students suspicious of textual
pleasures and then have become despondent about their inarticulateness
and smug about our own declaring with absolute certainty that academic
rigour is the only way to right our slipping standards, that we are in the
business of discipline not creativity. What faith are we defending? What
rampart have we erected? What rear-guard action in our insistence that
students must learn to write like that?
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How then to reintroduce the pleasures of reading and writing without
losing the insights of all that theory? It’s a question of balance, of play, of
acknowledging that theory too is a narrative of self, a language as dedicated to stories of origins as any other. We must teach the tools of the
well-wrought sentence even as we teach the tools for dismantling it. We
must loosen the practices of our discipline, not as an abject position in
the face of the death of literacy, but as a daring return to the idea that the
best prose and the best writers flow across genres, that every genre (even
the most carefully wrought critical work) is deeply imbricated with the
poetics of other prose forms, and that no matter how dense a text, it is still
narratively driven, always asking itself, why is it that I write like this?
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